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Abstract-In this paper it will be shown how modem digital computers allow one to develop fundamental 
areas in applied mathematics by use only of arithmetic. Attention will be directed primarily to theoretical 
Newtonian mechanics and to theoretical special relativistic mechanics, two of the most substantial reas in 
applied mathematical study. Using only arithmetic, we will establish all the usual conservation laws in 
exactly the same form in which they appear in continuous mechanics. In addition, new, viable nonlinear 
models of complex physical phenomena will emerge and related computations will be described. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper, we will show how classical and special relativistic physics can be developed using 
only arithmetic. From this gross simplification, we will see also the natural emergence of new 
types of models, called discrete models, which are more consistent in spirit with the molecular 
theory of matter than are the classical continuous models. At those points where Newton, 
Leibnitz and other early scientists found it necessary to apply the analytical power of the 
calculus, we shall, instead, apply the computational power of modern digital computers. 
Thereby, the amount of mathematics required for the understanding and resolution of complex 
physical problems will be minimized. 
2. GRAVITY 
It is always difficult to know how to begin correctly. In the physical sciences, one usually 
develops some intuition first by examining experimental results, either one’s own or those of 
others. For this reason let us consider the following experiment with a force with which we are 
all aware, that is, gravity. If a particle P of mass m, situated at height h above ground, is 
dropped from a position of rest, one can measure its height x above ground every At seconds as 
it falls. For example, if one has a camera whose shutter time is At, then one can take a sequence 
of pictures at the times fk = kAt, k = 0, 1,2,. . . , and from the knowledge of h determine the 
heights xk = x(tk) directly from the photographs by elementary ratio and proportion. Suppose, 
then, that this has been done, say, for At = 1, and that, to the nearest foot, one finds 
xo = 400, x1 = 384, x2 = 336, x3 = 256, x4 = 144, x5 = 0. 
These data are recorded in column A of Table 1. By rewriting x0, x1, x2, x3, x4 and x5 as 
x0=400-0, x1=400-16, x2=400-64, 
x3=400-144,x4=400-256,x5=400-400, 
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Table 1. 
A B C D E 
Measured Velocity Acceleration Velocity by Acceleration 
Time height by cakulus by calcuIus arithmetic by arithmetic 
t,=o x, =400 v,=o a,=-32 vg = 0 a,=-32 
1, = 1 x,=384 q--32 a,=-32 II,=-32 a,=-32 
t,=2 x,=336 II*=-64 aI= -32 vz=-64 a,=-32 
1,=3 x,=256 v,=-% a,= -32 v,=-% a,= -32 
t,=4 x,=144 v,=-128 a,= -32 v,=-128 a,=-32 
t,=5 x,=0 v,=-160 a,=-32 v,=-160 
(which express the height above ground as the difference of the initial height and the distance 
fallen) and by factoring, one readily finds the interesting relationships 
xo = 400 - 16(O)*, x1 = 400 - 16(l)*, x2 = 400 - 16(2)*, 
x3 = 4M-l- 16(3)*, x4 = 400 - 16(4)*, x5 = 400 - 16(5)*, 
which can be written concisely as 
X~ = 400 - 16(t,)*; k = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. (2.1) 
In the traditional manner, dne would now interpolate from (2.1) to obtain the continuous 
formula 
x=400-16t*, Ost=5, (2.2) 
from which, by differentiation, one would find 
u(t) = x’(t) = -32t, Ostr5 (2.3) 
a(t)=u’(t)=-32, Ostr5. (2.4 
The particle’s velocities v. = o(O), u1 = u(l), v2= u(2), u3= u(3), u4= u(4) and us = u(5), at the 
times when the corresponding heights x0, x1, x2, x3, x4 and x5 have been recorded, are now 
determined irectly from (2.3), and are recorded in column B of Table 1. The particles 
accelerations at these times are determined from (2.4) and are recorded in column C of Table 1. 
Note that formulas (2.3) and (2.4), and the interesting conclusion that the acceleration due to 
gravity is constant, with the value -32, have all been deduced from the given distance 
measurements x0, x1, x2, x3, x4 and x5. 
Let us show now that all the above conclusions could have been deduced without ever 
having introduced the concepts and methodology of the calculus. To do so, let us define the 
particle’s velocity uk = I)(tk), k = 0, 1,2,3,4,5, as an auerage (rather than instantaneous) rate of 
change of height with respect o time by the arithmetic formula 
vk+l+ uk xk+l 
-=>; k=0,1,2,3,4. 
2 Ar 
(2.5) 
Since averaging procedures are both common and useful in the analysis of experimental data, 
the left-hand side of (2.5) is perfectly reasonable. 
Next, for computational convenience, let us rewrite (2.5) in the form 
I)k+, = - uk + 2(&+, - X,)/(At); k = 0, 1,2,3,4. (2.6) 
Assuming that u. = 0 when a particle is dropped from a position of rest, one finds from (2.6) that 
VI = - ug + 2(x, - x&At) = 0 + 2(384 - 400)/l = - 32 
~2 = - VI+ 2(x2 - x,)/(At) = 32 + 2(336 - 384)/l = -64 
uj = - 02 + 2(x9 - x&At) = 64 + 2(256 - 336)/ 1 = - % 
uq=--u3+2(xq-xJ(At)=%+2(144-256)/l=-128 
u5 = - 04 + 2(x5 - xq)/(At) = 128 + 2(0 - 144)/l = - 160, 
which are identical with the results of column B in Table 1, and are recorded in column D. 
Next, since x0 and uo, but not ao, are known initially, let us define ck as the auerage (rather 
than instantaneous) rate of change of velocity with respect o time by the arithmetic formula 
ok+1 
-A; k=0,1,2,3,4. Ok - At (2.7) 
From the values i& just generated, one finds from (2.7) that a0 = al = a2 = a3 = a4 = - 32, which 
are identical with entries in column C of Table 1, and are recorded in column E. Formula (2.7) 
does not allow a determination of as because this would require knowing 06. Nevertheless, the 
entries do indicate quite clearly that the acceleration due to gravity is constant, with the value 
-32. 
Formulas (2.6) and (2.7) are both recursion formulas. Such formulas are solved numerically 
with exceptional speed on modern digital computers. Thus, even if the original distance 
measurements had been exceptionally voluminous, they could still have been recorded and 
analysed quite easily. 
Now, just because our arithmetic formulas (2.5) and (2.7) have given the same results as 
(2.3) and (2.4) does not mean that we have, as yet, a formulation which is of physical 
significance. Indeed, the physical significance of Newtonian mechanics is characterized by the 
-laws of conservation of energy, linear momentum, and angular momentum, and by symmetry, 
that is, by the invariance of its laws of motion under fundamental coordinate 
transformations[l]. Surprisingly enough, our approach to gravity will also yield conservation 
and symmetry. We will, however, confine attention here only to the conservation of energy, not 
only for simplicity, but because of the intimate relationship between energy conservation and 
computational stability[25]. 
For completeness, recall now the fundamental Newtonian dynamical equation: 
F=ma, (2.8) 
the classical formula for kinetic energy K: 
K=imu2, (2.9) 
and, for a falling body with (I = -32, the formula for potential energy V: 
V = 32mx. (2.10) 
The classical energy conservation law then states that if K0 and V, are the kinetic and potential 
energies, respectively, at time to = 0, while K, and V. are the kinetic and potential energies, 
respectively, at time t, > to, then 
K,,+ V,=K,+ V,, (2.11) 
for all t, > to. 
It will be instructive, for the discussion later, to recall the derivation of (2.11). For this 
purpose, let P be at x0 when t = to and let P be at xn when t = t.. Then the work W done by 
gravity in the time interval 0 5 t s t, is defined by 
w= F dx. (2.12) 
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Hence, 
w= 
so that 
W=K,,-K,. (2.13) 
Note that (2.13) is independent of the actual structure of E If one next reconsiders (2.12) 
and uses the knowledge that F is gravity, then 
so that, from (2.10), 
I %I W=-32m dx = - 32mx. + 32mxo, =0 
w=- v.+ v,. (2.14) 
Finally, conservation follows immediately from the elimination of W between (2.13) and 
(2.14). 
Let us now return to our arithmetic formulation. Recall that the experimental data in column 
A of Table 1 were obtained from photographs at the distinct imes tk = kht. For this reason, we 
will concentrate only on these times, so that (2.&o-(.10) need be considered only as follows: 
Fk = mak; k = 0, 1,2,. . . (2.15) 
Kk = ;f?l(V& k=0,1,2,... (2.16) 
Vk=32mxk; k=0,1,2 ,.,.. (2.17) 
In analogy with (2.12), define W,, n = 1,2,3,. . . , by 
n-l 
W, = 2 (Xi+1 - Xi)fi* 
i=O 
Then, by (2.9, (2.7) and (2.15) 
(2.18) 
II-1 
W” = m 2 (Xi+, - Xi) ( ) “+i; “’ 
m n-l 
i=O 
- =yz (Ui+*+Ui)(Uj+~-Ui)=~U.2-_5”02, 
I 0 
so that 
Wn=K,,-Ko, n= 1,2,3 ,... (2.19) 
which is in complete analogy with (2.13) and is, also, independent of the structure of F. On the 
other hand, since 0,‘ = - 32, one has from (2.15) and (2.18) that 
n-l 
W, = - 32m C (Xi+, - Xi) = - 32mx, + 32mxo, 
i=O 
so that, from (2.17) 
Wn=-Vn+Vo, n=l,2,3 ,... (2.20) 
in complete analogy with (2.14). 
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Finally, elimination of W, between (2.19) and (2.20) yields 
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K,+V,=&+V,, n=1,2,3 ,... (2.21) 
in complete analogy with (2.11). Moreover, since K0 and V, are determined from the initial 
conditions x0 and uo, it follows from (2.9), (2.10), (2.16) and (2.17) that Ko+ V. is the same in 
both (2.11) and (2.21), so that our strictly arithmetic approach conserves exactly the same total 
energy, independently of At, as does classical Newtonian theory. 
It is also worth noting that in the derivations of (2.19) and (2.20), the telescopic sums 
n-l 
I= (I$+,-ujq=u,z--u: 
i-0 
II-1 
1 (Xi+,-Xi)=Xn-X0 
i=l 
play the same roles in the derivations of (2.19) and (2.20) as does integration in the derivations 
of (2.13) and (2.14). 
3. EXTENSIONS 
Recently, arithmetic, conservative formulas have been found for forces which are more 
complex than gravity, and these will now be summarized. In each case the proof of con- 
servation of energy follows in the same spirit as that of Section 2, while the proofs of the other 
conservation laws and of symmetry are to be found in Refs. [2-9,21-241. 
Consider first the planar motion of a single particle under the influence of gravitation. For 
this purpose, if At > 0 and tk = kAt, k = 0, 1,2,. . . , let particle P of mass m be located at 
rk = (xk, yk), have Velocity vk = (&.x7 &,y), and have aCCeleratiOn ak = (ak,xr ak,y) at the tk. III 
analogy with (2.5) and (2.7), let 
vk+l + vk 
--=y, k=0,1,2 ,... 
2 
=, k=0,1,2 ,.... ak= At 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
To relate force and acceleration at each time tk, we assume a discrete Newtonian dynamical 
equation 
Fk = ntak (3.3) 
where 
Fk = (Fkr, Fk.,). (3.4) 
Suppose now that a massive object, like the sun, whose mass is M, is positioned at the 
origin of the XY coordinate system and is assumed to have no motion. Then, in analogy with 
the continuous, conservative gravitational force on P, which has components 
F = G*nlx GMm y _-_ _-_ x rz rp F,= g rv 
where G is a constant, the arithmetic and conservative gravitational force on P is taken to have 
components [2,4,6]: 
6c.x = 
GMm (xk+l + xk)/2 = G*m(xk+l + xk) --. 
rkrk+l (rk+I + rk)/2 - rkrk+l(rk + rk+d ’ 
(3.5) 
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F 
k.y 
= _ GMm(Y,+, + Yd 
rkrk+I(rk + rk+,) 
(3.6) 
where 
rk2=xk2+yk2, &=0,1,2 ,.... (3.7) 
From the computational point of view, the motion of P from prescribed initial conditions r. 
and v. can be found easily as follows. From (3.2) and (3.3), one has 
FI: vk+l--vk 
-=-, k=0,1,2 ,.... 
m At 
(3.8) 
Then (3.1) and (3.8) are, by (3.5x3.7), fOUr impkit reCUrSiOn formulas for &+I, yk+l, &+lr and 
t)k+l.y in terms of xk, yk, ub and 0k.y Application of the generalized Newton’s method]101 at 
each time step, beginning with k = 0, then yields the motion of P. Of course, the corresponding 
vector formulation in three dimensions would yield six implicit recursion formulas which can be 
solved in the same way. The Newtonian iteration converges very rapidly if one chooses for an 
initial guess r& = rk and $1, = Vk. 
Now, gravitation is a ll? law. Suppose, as in classical molecular mechanics, one would 
desire an arithmetic and conservative formulation of a l/t@, p 2 2, law of attraction. Then, in 
this case, (3.5) and (3.6) need be modified only as follows [4,8]: 
(3.9) 
while Fk,, is the same as Fkr except that x and y are exchanged. In the particular case where 
p = 2, (3.9) reduces to (3.5). 
In classical molecular mechanics, however, particles attract like l/rP only when they are 
relatively far apart. When they are close, they repel like l/r’, q > p [ 11. To simulate both these 
effects, simultaneously, it follows directly from (3.9) that the conservative formulas are 
q-2 
HMm 2 (&f;(-2) (a+, + xk) 
Fkr = - 
Gibfm@ (dd$2)](Xt+~ + k) 
+ 
[j_o ] 
rkp-‘&:(tk+l + a) rkq-‘&hrk+l + ni) 
, GrO, HrO, 
(3.10) 
while Fk,y is the same as Fk, except that x and y are exchanged. 
Finally, with regard to the motion of a single particle, it is of interest o note that all the 
arithmetic onservative formulas developed thus far are special cases of the following general 
formula[21]. For any Newtonian potential 4(r), let 
F 
k 
= _ dh+l)- &rk) rk+I + rk ._ 
rk+l - rk rk+l + rk 
Arithmetic formula (3.11) conserves exactly the same energy, 
momentum as does its continuous, limiting counterpart 
(3.11) 
hnear momentum and angular 
(3.12) 
Since we have now explored rather completely the motion of a single particle, the next 
extension is to a system of particles P,, Pz, . . . , P,. To do this, let particle Pi of mass mi be at 
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ri,k = (Xi&, yi,k), have velocity vi,k = (Ui.b, ui,k,y) and have acceleration ai,k = (ai&, 0i.k.y) at time tk. 
Position, velocity and acceleration are assumed to be related by 
Vi.k+I + vi.k ri.k+l - ri,k 
= 
2 At 
(3.13) 
vi,k+l -vi+ 
8i.k = 
At ’ 
(3.14) 
If FLk = (&_, &_) is the force acting on Pi at time 4, then force and acceleration are assumed 
to be related by 
Fi,k = mi2ti.k. (3.15) 
If, in particular, we assume that all particles interact with all other particles with attraction like 
l/rp and repulsion like l/rq, then the arithmetic, conservative force on each Pi, i = 1,2,. . . , II, is 
given, in analogy with (3.10), by [4]: 
Fi,k = Mi i 
j=l 
j#i 
($1 (&kdj,i1;3] H[: (r$.k&;;4] 
r&;'rF,iil(fij,k + cj,k+l) 
+ _'=_" 
r$k’r!,k:drij.k +  rij,k+d 
bi.k+l+ ri.k -rj,k+l , 
(3.16) 
where G 2 0, H 2 0, q > p L 2, and rij,k is the distance between Pi and Pj at &. 
It should be noted, in particular, that only for simple forces, like gravity, do the continuous 
and discrete approaches yield exactly the same dynamical behavior. In general[23,24], the two 
approaches yield results which differ by terms of order (A#. Recently, new numerical formulas 
have been developed[23, 241 which increase this order of magnitude difference to any 
prescribed exponent, but, for these, the conservation of angular momentum of systems which 
have more than one particle is still to be proved[24]. 
4. DISCRETE MODELS 
The arithmetic approach developed thus far lends itself naturally and consistently to 
discrete, or particle-type, models of complex physical phenomena. These have been developed 
in both the conservative, implicit fashion[4, 6-9, 221 and the less expensive, nonconservative, 
explicit fashion [11, 16-201. Viable discrete models have been developed for vibrating strings [4]; 
heat conduction. and convection[4, 7, 11, 17, 201; free surface, laminar and turbulent fluid 
flows[9, 11, 16-191; shock wave generation[4]; interface problems[l7, 18, 201; and elastic 
vibration[4, 71. The mechanisms in these models are always consistent with classical molecular 
mechanics, that is, two particles attract when they are far apart, repel when they are close, and 
repulsion is a much stronger force than is attraction. Forces can be restricted easily so as to 
apply only to local interactions[l6-191 and the modeling applies with equal ease to both linear 
and non-linear phenomena. 
For illustrative purposes, we will summarize next a variety of computer simulations using 
discrete models. Whenever possible, the derived physical insights and advantages will be 
described. 
Figures l(a) and (b) show, respectively, a bar and its particle simulation[7]. Particles P5, P6 
and P, were heated, or, in kinetic terms, their velocities were increased, and Figs. l(c)-(f) 
show the subsequent conductive heat transfer through the bar. The model is both conservative 
and nonlinear. It is also satisfying, physically, that the bar need not be infinite, as is usually 
required in continuous modeling. 
Figure 2 shows the conservative, elastic vibration of a flexible bar from a position of 
tension [7]. What emerges clearly is that the bar does not swing smoothly, but flutters up, due to 
waves which travel through the bar as part of its gross upward motion. Engineers have been 
aware, for some time, of such waves on the surfaces of vibrating materials. 
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(b) 
(d) 
(e) 
(f) 
I I t 
0 X A (a.01 
Fig. 1. 
I 
xXxXxXx 
(a) t=ta ’ ’ 1 x x x x ” x x x - -x-x-x-x-x-x~-x 
xx x 
(c) t =tQa 
_~_x--x~x_x-x_-x_x~ 
I 
(h) t*t,,, 
(i) t=t 160 
(k) t=t,,, 
(i) t=t 220 
Fig. 2. 
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Figure 3 shows how particles of a liquid emerge from a nozzle at relatively low speeds[9]. 
Gravity is not included in this model, although it can be, because we will be concerned only 
with the initial emission phase. The flow is what is usually called laminar. As the particle 
velocities are increased moderately, the rows of particles maintain their relative positions, as 
shown in Fig. 4, but the flow is becoming relatively chaotic. The disturbance arises from the 
increase in velocities, since faster moving particles can come closer to each other than can 
more slowly moving ones, and greater repulsive; forces thereby result. Finally, in Fig. 5, the 
velocities have been increased to the point where the rows no longer maintain their relative 
positions, and the motion is called turbulent. Indeed, if a vortex is defined as a set of particles 
Fig. 3. 
Fig. 4 
w (b) 
I (d) 
I t (e) 
Fig. 5. 
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which are rotating together in a clockwise, or a counterclockwise, fashion, as shown in Fig. 6, 
then what we have called turbulent flow exhibits, with time, the phenomenon of many vortices 
appearing and disappearing quickly. Agam, this phenomenon iswell known to fluid engineers. It
is also rather interesting to note that the model allows one to transform from laminar flow to 
turbulent flow merely by increasing velocities. In contemporary continuum mechanics, not only 
is this not possible, but there is, as yet, no viable model of realistic turbulence[26]. 
I 
Vortices, X 
Fig. 6. 
If one does not have sufficient resources for the implicit, conservative modeling described 
thus far, then one can still formulate and study discrete models by using explicit formulas, but, 
of course, one no longer has exact conservation[41. Some of these will be described next. 
Figures 7(a)-(d) show how shock waves can be generatedl41. In (a) is shown a gas in a long 
tube. The gas particles are distributed relatively uniformly. In (b), a plunger has been inserted 
into the tube. When the plunger is moved slowly down the tube, as is shown in (c), the gas 
simply reorganizes itself into a new, but relatively uniform, distribution. However, when the 
plunger is moved down the tube at a very high speed, then gas particles do not have the time to 
reorganize, and they pack up on the face of the plunger, as shown in (d). The gas now separates 
into two portions, one that has, approximately, the initial density, and one that is highly dense 
and is impacted on the face of the plunger. The boundary between these two portions is called a 
shock wave and the computer generation of ‘realistic’ shock wave formation is shown in Fig, 8. 
We have used the term ‘realistic’ because this model also includes the heating of the walls of 
the tube, a phenomenon of fundamental importance which is usually too difficult to incorporate 
into continuous models. 
(b) 
Fig. 8. 
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Figure 9 shows the vibration of a string under a nonlinear elastic force[4]. It is important o 
notice the emergence of small trailing waves, which are known to exist, physically, and rarely 
appear in continuous models. 
0.20 0.25 0.30 0.35 
Fig. 9. 
Figure 10 shows a computer generated heavy gas [ 111. The forces in this model are gravity, 
interparticle attraction and inter-particle r pulsion. Figure 11 shows the path of a relatively light 
particle which is ejected after insertion into the gas, thus establishing the property of buoyancy. 
Figure 12 shows expansion, convective motion, and vortex development in the gas due to 
heating at the lower right hand comer of the container. 
Fig. 10. 
Fig. 12. 
Fig. 11. 
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Figure 13 shows the velocity field for a particle model of the classical cavity flow problem 
for liquids, in which the upper wall is moving to the left[lO, 161. This problem is one of the few 
in which the Navier-Stokes equations can be solved effectively using modern computers[lO]. 
Figure 14 shows a stable ocean-bay particle model[l9]. An earthquake is simulated by the 
upward motion of the right-hand portion of the ocean floor, as shown in Fig. 15. The resultant 
compression of particles yields large repulsive forces, which generate an upward moving 
compression wave, as shown in Fig. 16, and which results in ocean waves which later break into 
the bay, as shown in Fig. 17. The mechanism described in this model for ocean wave motion 
appears in no continuous models, because these models assume water to be incompressible. 
t i i iii iiik 
Fig. 13. 
Fig. 14. 
P 
H M E 
Fig. IS. 
Figure 18 shows a particle model of a melting triangular solid[l7]. An intense heat source is 
shown as a dark circle above the solid. The resulting fluid and solid portions are delineated by 
showing the solid particles joined by straight line segments. A splashing effect is visible in (c). 
Such Stefan problems are rarely accessible using classical modeling. 
Figure 19 shows a rotating fluid with particles of three different masses represented, 
proportionately, by circles of three different radii[l8]. Figure 20 reveals that, with time, the 
particles reorganize themselves with the heaviest at the center and the lightest around the 
outside. Introducing radiative heat loss at this point results, as shown in Fig. 21, in the 
formation of a crust, shown by means of squares, around the outside, while the inner particles 
remain hot and fluid. This naive simulation of planetary evolution is now being refined and 
extended. 
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5. SPECIAL RELATIVITY 
Finally, let us show that an arithmetic basis exists also for the other broadly accepted, 
deterministic theory of mechanics, that is, special relativity. For simplicity, we will do this in 
one dimension only and for variety will emphasize the symmetry property rather than energy 
conservation, which was emphasized for Newtonian mechanics. The extension to more than 
one dimension, the establishment of the conservation laws, and the proof that E = mc* all 
follow from the basic numerical formulas to be given and from arithmetic analogues of various 
relativistic concepts [ 12-151. 
Consider, then, two Euclidean coordinate systems XYZ and X’Y’Z’ which, at some initial 
time, coincide. Let the X’Y’Z’ system, called the rocket frame, be in constant uniform motion 
relative to the XYZ frame, called the lab frame. Assume that the constant relative speed is u. 
and that the axes Y and Y’ are always parallel, as are the axes 2 and 2’. For At > 0, an 
observer in the lab frame makes observations at the distinct times tk = kAt, k = 1,2,. . . . 
Using an identical, synchronized clock, an observer in the rocket frame makes observations at 
the times t;, where t; on the rocket clock corresponds to tk on the lab clock. 
Now, if particle P is at (xk, yk, zk) in the lab frame at time tk, while it is at (xi, y;, z;3 in the 
rocket frame at time t;, then these variables are related by the linear, algebraic, Lorentz 
transformation[27,28]: 
x; = c(& - t&)&c* - d)‘” l (5.1) 
Y;=Yk 6.2) 
z;= .& (5.3) 
t; = (c*t,, - uxk)/[c(c2 - u*)“*] (5.4) 
where c is the speed of light. 
In the lab frame, let particle P be in motion in the X-direction. Then, at time tk, P’s velocity 
u(tk) = ok and acceleration a(tk) = al, are defined by 
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(5.5) 
(5.6) 
where the forward difference operator A is defined in the usual way by Af(tk) = f(&+[) - f(tk). In 
the rocket frame, at time ti, one defines vi and a; by 
v; = AxgAt; 
ab = AvtiAt;. 
(5.7) 
(5.8) 
In order to find the relationship between vk and v;, and between al, and a;, note that (5.1X5.4) 
imply 
AXi = C(b& - Uhtk)/(C'- U2)1’2 
AY;=AYL 
AZ; = AZk 
Ati= (c2A4 - uAxJ[c(c2- K’)‘“]. 
(5.9) 
(5.10) 
(5.11) 
(5.12) 
Thus, (5.7), (5.9) and (5.12) imply 
u;= [c’(uk - u)]/(c2- utrk) (5.13) 
while (5.8), (5.12) and (5.25) imply 
ai= 
c3(c2 _ g)312 
(c2- uuk)‘(c2 - uuk+l) 
ak. (5.14) 
Next, we assume that the mass m of particle P depends on its velocity in the following way. 
In the lab frame, the mass ml, of P at time tk is assumed to satisfy the relationship 
mk = cm&c2 - uk2)“‘, (5.15) 
while its mass mi at the corresponding time ti in the rocket frame is assumed to satisfy 
m i = cm& c2 - u i2)“2. (5.16) 
In (5.15) and (5.161, mo is the rest mass of P and both jtrkl and lv;j are assumed to be smaller 
than c. 
We now come to the problem of interest. From the dynamical point of view, the actual 
motion of a particle in, say, the lab frame can be determined from (5.5) and (5.6) once an 
equation which relates force and acceleration is given. We will take this equation to be 
c2mk Auk 
Fk = [(c2- t&c’- u:+,)p2Z (5.17) 
However, by the principle of relativity[28], in the rocket frame, one must have symmetry, that 
is: 
FL= 
c2mL Au; 
-. 
[(c’- ui2)(c2- u&)]“~ At; 
(5.18) 
But this is valid only if the right-hand side of (5.18) maps into the right-hand side of (5.17) under 
the Lorentz transformation. Fortunately, this is correct, since 
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c2mL Av; c3mo 
[(c2 - f&2- v;f*p~ - (c2 - v;2)(c2- v;:p 
a; 
c3mo 
= (c2- v,‘)(2- v:+pak 
c2mt AS 
= [(c2- v,z)(2- v:+*p~. 
Note that taking limits in (5.17) yields the particular form 
c2m dv 
F=-- 
c2- v2dt 
of the classical Einstein equation 
where 
d 
F = -(mv), 
dt 
m = cm&c2 - v2)“‘. 
Note also that the use of (5.17) in the lab frame and of (5.18) in the rocket frame implies that the 
results are related by the Lorentz transformation[l5]. That is, if one were to install identical 
computers in the lab and rocket frames and use the force laws (5.17) and (5.18), in the 
respective frames, then all resultant computations would be related by the Lorentz trans- 
formation. 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
In this paper we have shown how to reformulate both Newtonian and special relativistic 
mechanics using only arithmetic. Such dramatic simplification is reasonable and possible only 
because of the availability of modem digital computers. The possible additional advantages 
which can be derived are varied and extensive. For example, from the educational point of 
view, the current availability of inexpensive computers means that exciting mathematics and 
physics, considered previously to be ‘advanced’, can be presented now at a most elementary 
level. Indeed, there is not one model described in Section 4 which cannot be presented after a 
first course in trigonometry. From the scientific point of view, the availability of discrete 
models provides researchers with additional tools in their study of natural phenomena, nd the 
importance of these new tools cannot be underestimated at a time when both sub-atomic and 
cosmic physics are revealing that Nature is far from the simplistic entity it was once thought o 
be. 
Also from the scientific point of view, it may seem questionable that we have emphasized 
Newtonian models almost to the exclusion of relativistic and quantum mechanical models. 
However, at present here is good reason for this emphasis, for neither relativity nor quantum 
mechanics apply practically to the study of dynamical interactions, relativity because it 
precludes the n-body problem for n h 3, and’ quantum mechanics because it requbes a 
prohibitive number of dimensions for n 2 4. Thus, Newtonian mechanics, not relativity, 
provides the only practical tools for the determination of astrophysical trajectories, while 
atomic and molecular trajectories are often determined now by ‘quasi’ quantum mechanical 
methods, which utilize, in part, Newtonian mechanics. 
There is, of course, much to be done, as is true in every area of modem computer 
technology and application. Of practical importance would be the experimental determination 
of the force parameters for specific fluid or material bodies, so that qualitative models, like 
those of Section 4, could be made quantitative, and hence amenable to engineering analysis, 
technology and control. Of theoretical interest would be the arithmetization of both elec- 
tromagnetics and general relativity. 
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